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Unfortunately, because of rising costs, we
have had to raise the price of B.’Loadch.e.e^t
to 25 cents per issue and £ 2.50 for a
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Anyone who has just taken
out a sub at the old price, and who feels
moved to do so, could send the extra 50
cents to us.
The price to groups will
no» be 18 cents per copy if more than 25
copies are bought.

fem in ist
d ia ry
22 January 1974;
At tne Child Care
Centre's Conference, Mr King, Minister of
Social Welfare, said that the Government
firmly believed that normal family life
should remain the paramount unit for child
care in the community.
The Government v/ill
not design schemes which wall encourage
mothers to place their children in day
care centres so they can go out to work to
augment an already adequate family income,
1 February 1974:
Devonport NOW member,
K. Worrall, was elected to the Devonport
Boroxigh Council in a by-election.

February:
The psychological effects of abortion aro
no more damaging, and may be less, than
those of giving birth, according to the
findings of a reseach unit of doctors at
the Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore.
In Britain a report based on a survey of
1000 women who used the Pregnancy Advisory
Service claims that women who have
abortions are seldom irresponsible or
promiscuous.
A bank specialising in the financial
needs of women, the First Women's Bank
and Trust Company, is to be opened in
Manhattan next year.
The new Lieutenant Governor of Canada
is to be a woman, Pauline McGibbon. This
will be the first time* a woman has
represented the Queen in Canada.
Speaking at a Labour Party women’s rights
seminar in Auckland, Ms Jelicich suggested
that women (35% of labour force) nay need
to strike to get equal pay. At the same
meeting Margaret Wilson urged more women
trade unionists to be active in their
organieatione.
The first hearings of the Parliamentary
Select Committee studying women’s rights
have been held in Wellington. Among the
first to be heard was the YV.’CA, claiming
that New Zealand lags pitifully in its
use of women's talents, brains and
abi 1 i ties.
5 March 1974:
Five women began work
today as bus drivers for the Auckland
Regional Authority.

6 March 1974;
The Secretary to the
Shop Employee’s Industrial Association said
today, at their conference in New Plymouth,
that the Equal Pay Act ic, not being im
plemented in a lot of caees and
recommended that inspectors be appointed
by the Labour Department to check on the
working of the Act., and that a publicity
campaign be launched so that women become
familiar with tbs correct principles
involved and procedures for comparison.
6 March 1974;
The Select Committee on
Women's Rights has had its time for report
ing extended nice months.
There are 49
oral and 22 written submissions before the
Committee.
7 Match 1974;
Ministry of Agriculture
meat inspectors have held stop-work
meetings in support of the Dental Nurses
claim for relativity in wages with Public
Health Nurses.

8 March 1974;
For International
Women's day Auckland Women's Liberation
held a Women's Health Speak-out at Auckland
University.
(See Group News).

I read in your "Kicking Against the
Pricks" column where you thought a 14
year old girl was unjustly sterilised
because of her mental retardation and
over-friendliness to people.

May I counter these by first suggesting that
the Carnegie Commission is not entirely
relevant to New Zealand; it may bo
suggestive but is yet to be supported by
studies here. Our numerous adult and peer
cultures do not parallel those in the USA.

Personally,I think there is undoubtedly
another side to the story which you should
take into account.
I work at a psychiatric hospital where
there are many such girls like the one
mentioned above.
Because of their mental
retardation, society’s sexual taboos mean
virtually nothing to them and they are
completely natural about sex.
Fine, but
there is a very good risk of them getting
pregnant and really all of them would be
completely unable to care for the baby
adequately.
There would be a strong
possibility of the baby being mentally
retarded as its father would likely be
retarded too, so it would be extremely
hard to have the baby adopted, even if it
appeared perfectly normal. So the baby
would end up in an institution which is
no place to bring up a kid.

Secondly, Sandra's observations may be
correct but they must be viewed in the context
of certain local characteristics of Auckland
and other major cities. More girls attend
private secondary schools than boys in New
Zealand, but the private schools remain a
phenomenon of large cities rather than
provincial towns. In Auckland there are 21
co-ed secondary schools (State and Private),
as opposed to 32 single sex secondary schools
(State and Private). Remembering that out of
zone admissions are based on academic record,
when Sandra went to school probably the cream
of the intelligentsia went to the single sex
schools, so they were bound to turn out
more graduates and more scholarships and
lead to more interesting vocations. The
co—ed schools tended to be built in lover
socio-economic areas, though this is
fortunately not true today, but was the case
when the 25 years plus went to school. This
is the age bracket that seems most involved in
Women's Liberation (36% in the 25-34 age group
at the Convention).

What about contraception? The pill,
however, has its disadvantages. If the
girl goes AWOL for a day or more, the
rest of the month is mucked up and she
could get pregnant. Also, because we are
trying to get these people back into the
community, the pill would not be a fool
proof method as one could not guarantee
that they would still take it every day
when not under hospital supervision.
So the injection has become the main
contraceptive method, but even it is not
proving satisfactory. As you probably know,
the medical profession in general have a
lot of misgivings about the injection and
this is being borne out in a lot of cases.
Frankly, keeping some of these girls on
the injection for 20 years (which they
would need to be) or more seems a very
poor idea.
I don't think abortion is an answer either.
Contraception is infinitely more preferable
and more than one or two abortions can be
injurious to a woman's health.
So why not sterilisation? I think it's by
far the best alternative for all concerned.
The 14 year old mentally retarded girl and
her parents in St Louis are probably far
happier because of it.
- Kim Baldwin
12 William Denny Avenue
Auckland 2
Dear Sisters,
In Bxx>axLche.e£, ( 15), Sandra has supported
single sex schools by firstly, quoting the
Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, and,
secondly, by her own observations which
suggest that many women in Women's
Liberation Groups are products of single sex
schools and women who attended her school
(AGGS) went on to interesting jobs.

Fortunately things are changing. No single
sex State school has been built since Westlake
Girls' in 1962, as it is no longer Education
Department policy. Of the 100 State schools
between North Cape and Taumarunui, only 19
are single sex with 16,291 pupils in 1973,
compared with 64,849 in co-ed State
Secondary schools. However, I consider one
of the prime factors in women achieving, is
motivation which can be fostered or crushed
to a large extent by the home, and this seems
to be the perpetual stumbling block.
- Miriam Jackson
Wellington
Dear &toack>/iee4.
In one of your last year's issues there
was an article 6aying that there was an
80% sales tax on contraceptives. I wrote
to my MP about this and received a reply
containing "if it is as high as 80% then
I will certainly be making representations
for a reduction ...".
In an effort to
establish this I got in contact with a
spokesperson from Customs who said there
was a 20% sales tax on mechanical
contraceptives only. Could we please
have a reaffirmation from your source, or
correction.
-
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- Peter
In the October issue, the Palmerston
North group mentioned it was con
cerned at the 80% sales tax. Can
someone supply us with the facts
from an authoritative source, as
this writer is not the only one who
is confused.

In last months’ BtoaudLheet Z e p o r t,
ths Dunedin Collective advocated a
boycott of Honier Tiles because of their
Australian adverts for roof tilers to
cone to New Zealand.
Well, we upset
someone - the Director of the advertising
agency which prepared the ad. Here is
his letter, although we have had to edit
it slightly because it was so long. We
also publish the text of the ad - you
make up your own mind. Perhaps the
Dunedin Collective or other readers
would like to write to Mr Brunton and
explain why they find it offensive.

X3I33 B3ZDS ZUUXy. D3<y RUSS3L Z007
T3LLZS!
Maybe I t ' 4 t h a t 4un-tanned physique o r
th e ca su a l way. a Baj.yt o rd e rs h i * tubes
of, f o s t e r s , perhaps they, yo { o r th e s o r t
o-f, jo k e r th a t has enouxjh freedom, I n h is
b lo o d t o have a crack. a t luonter T ile s
( n . Z . ) ofJLer o f a beaut s i x a t e ty h t
week, working h o lid a y I n flew Zealan d,
M onter w t tt refu n d your r e t u r n a i r fa r e
a f t e r you.’ ire f i r e d 150 sgu nres, and ytire
you a s tb s ld ls e d v e h ic le to work (and.
ptay.) w tth ,

*

S a te , (Ranter e x p e c t you. to work., h u t I f
y o u 'r e th e s o r t o f jo k e r we a n t ic ip a t e ,
th e n y o u 'l l haire energy t n re s e rv e to
e n jo y th e t w i l i g h t hauls and days o f f ,

P.0. Box 1262
Auckland
Telephone 364-748
Dear Madam,

Mtnd you - Ulonler e x p e c t you t o he
exp e rien ced - (s o do th e ktw t h in d * and
barmen) - I f you a re , grab a co u p te o f
your mate* w ith s I n t l a r ta le n ts and head
o u t,

Firstly, in order to ensure that you
clearly know all about the advertisement
to which you refer I have enclosed a
complete copy of the advertisement as it
appeared. Secondly I should like to indi
cate to you that your statement in
Broadsheet is in error. The advertise
ment did not appear in ’’Australian News
papers" but appeared once in one
Australian newspaper - in Perth’s Daily
Newspaper. I should also like to comment
that this advertisement was designed to
generate interest in jobs in New Zealand
and as such, was indeed successful. I
should like to point out to you that the
advertising industry of which I am a
member, probably has done more for equality
of the 6exes than just about any other. We
recognise and pay for talent regardless of
whether that bright mind belongs to a male
or female body. However, the day that your
group or any other similar group, deplores
sexuality, is sad indeed. I believe we
should regard the opposite sex with total
equality, but surely this does not deny
people the right to be attracted to their
opposite. The advertising industry as
such is not, and never has been innovative,
but is merely reflective of the trends of
our times and as such, taking on my
industry is like tilting at windmills, or
throwing pebbles at images in placid pools.
The existence of Womens' (sic) Liberation,
equal rights, and a fair and honest society
should not, I hope deny you or I, or any
one the pleasure of bring attracted to the
opposite sex.

$ame t o qtire h e r a go? - W e lt grab th e
Cdlson and b e l t R lo n le r's ( f l , Z , ) C o n tra c ts
Manager, graham. Hard, re v e rs e th e charg.e4
to fdonler T tte 4 ( f l , Z, ) L t d , Auckland,
Phone 599-059 .

L E S B IA N C O N FE R E N C E f i t *
W E LLIN G TO N 1974 Y y
To experience the high I got from attending
the conference in Wellington is to under
stand far more of what it means when women
say "Sisterhood is Powerful".
The conferenci
provided an opportunity for approximately
125 gay women from many cities in New
Zealand, to find a consensus based on a
common bond of oppression and the increasing
sense of self-identity and pride which is
enabled to grow within our groups. We now
have groups for gay women established in
Christchurch, Wellington and Auckland. The dichotomy between 'women's liberation' and
'gay women's liberation' is weakened by
our working together. Our Political/
Social strength must grow stronger.
Whatever part gay women are playing in the
Sexual Revolution, viz. the greater Female
Revolution, I see it as an essential, vital
part of the whole concept of a revolution
aimed to eradicate discrimination against
people the world over. Within this present
sexist/oppressive society, the gay women's
agitation is a strong political/social act.

Whilst I don't, in any way, wish to make
excuses for this advertisement, I should,
in fairness, point out that it was pre
pared under short notice by our agency,
and advertised in only one Australian
paper. I feel that this item in your
paper takes specific statements out of
context which places an unfair light on
the entire advertisement. Any intelligent
person (and we hope this includes a
liberated woman) would immediately compre
hend the facetious undertones in the
advertisement. I am unaware as to whether
or not you have indeed previously read
the advertisement and would indeed prefer
to think you have not had the opportunity
before now. I feel your precis of the
original advertisement is unfair and the
premise upon which you place your argument,
extremely debatable.

The conference needs a whole booklet to
tell how it should be told. Gay feminist
publications in New Zealand are absolutely
essential and will be forthcoming in the
near future. They are need particularly as
a means of effectively communicating with
all the gay women in New Zealand who find
it too intolerable to come out of their
closets right now.
The conference served many purposes ...for
myself it served to solidify my commitment
to the gay/feminist movements and I'm 6ure
something like that must have also happened
to many other women who were there. I've
no doubt that the next lesbian conference
in Christchurch will see a tremendous rise
in the progress of the women's liberation
movements during the next year. I no longer
think that the women's movements NEED us.
We are the women's movements; we are gay
liberation movements.

Yours faithfully
Brunton Gestro Horne
Marketing Ltd

- Sharon Alston

Pat Brunton
Director

In the next issue we hope to have a more
complete coverage of the conference.
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THE
INDICTMENT
We have been treated like children,
neurotics and idiots.
We have not been listened to, nor
have we been given explanations.
We have been given prescriptions.
Drugs, injections, incisions and
stitches.
We have been told our pain is
imaginary when we could feel it in our
guts.
We have suffered.
We have been refused contraceptives
because we were too young, but we were
not too young to be whistled at, leered
at, touched, assaulted, seduced and
raped.
We have been used as guinea pigs to
test contraceptives whose workings
were unknown.
We have been fed and injected with
drugs which make us frigid, sterile
and depressed.
Some of our sisters have been killed
by these drugs.
We have been given incompetent, unin
formed, outdated advice and treatment.
We have not been listened to.
We have been hoodwinked by bigoted
Catholic doctors hiding behind an
aura of professional respectability.
We have been given moralising lectures
when we wanted contraceptives.
We have been forced to bear children
we did not want.
We have been in the power of men.
We have been forced to have our babies
in factory-like maternity hospitals.
We have been shaved, purged, drugged,
induced, cut,stitched and forced into
unnatural positions when bearing our
children.

We have been denied the reassurance of
our husbands, lovers and friends during
childbirth.
We have suffered.
We have been refused abortions when we
were too old and tired to bear any
more.
When we have sought abortions we have
been delayed, fobbed off, mucked around
so that it was too late or dangerous
(but we were desperate so we got one
anyway in Australia or at a backstreet
abortionist where some of us died).
Our uteruses have been traumatized and
perforated by unskilled doctors using
outmoded methods.
We have had to beg and plead, and
pretend we were mad to get sterilis
ations and abortions.
We have been judged by men.
Men have sat in judgement on us.
We have been refused sterilisations
because we were too young and did
not have enough children.
Some of our sisters who were young and
had no children have been sterilized
without their consent because they were
mentally retarded.
We have been forced into sterilization
as a condition of obtaining an abortion,
We have had our wombs taken out
unnecessarily.
We have had our breasts removed
unnecessarily.
We have suffered.
We have not been listened to.
We have had enough.
We are starting to fight back.

Auckland Women's Liberation has the
following submissions available:

The. TtoLe o£ Donum,

ajx

Hein ZeaLaruL

SocceAy.: 38 pages, 50 cents.
Domett'* He.cU.th.
(By Sfcaryn Cederman
and Pamela Williamson). 9 pages, 15 cents.
A survey of employment opportunities for
women compared with those available to
men. (By Sandra Coney snd Pilar Michalka).
10 pages, 15 cents.
We also have available:
Jjtee Space - a perspective on the small
group in Women's Liberation. (By Pamela
Allen, USA). 20 pages, 20 cents.
United Women's Convention Report
Cost $1*50.

For all these send to Rosemary Ronald,
48 St Andrews Road, Epsom, Auckland 3.
(Send a few stamps for postage, pleaseJ)

editorial

are you screwing yourself
up 9

A truism often heard is that until the
pill was developed, women were the
unwilling victims of their own
fertility. Now the pill has come to
be regarded as the Great Liberator
since it freed women from the
tyranny of their reproductive systems.
In fact women are expected to go on
the Pill and those who become pregnant
when the means of their salvation is
as close as the doctor's surgery must
be punished for their sin of omission
by being forced to bear the fruit of
their irresponsibility. It is a new
kind of tyranny. But for many women
the results are just as unacceptable
as constant breeding.
For years we Pill takers have beaten a
well-worn path to our doctor's rooms
with an endless succession of complaints
ranging from annoying to totally
unendurable. In the early days (when
we were taking Pills like Conovid and
Conovid E which are now recognised as
containing intolerably high doses of
hormones), our doctors told us our
complaints were psychosomatic and
neurotic in origin and so we kept
on swallowing them. Now over fifty
side-effects are medically recognised.
Feminists interested in the concept of
women's health have begun to discuss
the high price we have paid for freedom
from the tyranny of our fertility. We
are often told that there is no totally
reliable method of contraception. For
many women, no method of contraception
approaches being satisfactory. In an
effort to be productively responsible
we have come to be irresponsible
towards our bodies. If you think I
am overstating this, here is what's
wrong with the new methods of contra
ception.
1. The Pill - side effects such as
fluid retention, nausea, decreased
libido, frigidity, depression,
thrombosis, retardation of bone
development in young patients,
increased blood pressure, hirsutism,
headache, migraine, drowsiness,
changes in cervical erosion and
secretions, etc etc.
2 . IUP - not known how it works.
Thought to operate by making the uterus
an unhealthy environment for a
fertilised ovum. Lorraine Rothman
said when here last year that in
cervical examination she had noticed
a high incidence of cervicitis in
women using IUD's. At last year's
ALRANZ AGM in Auckland, Professor
Liggins said the latest IUD, the
Copper 7, can sometimes disintegrate,
the pieces of copper embedding them
selves in the walls of the uterus.
3. Depo-Provera - the 3-monthly
injection. Banned in USA. Sideeffects - weight gain (up to 5
stone in some women), frigidity,
depression, sterility.
4. Diethylstilbestrol - the morningafter pill. Can cause a rare type of
vaginal or cervical cancer in the
daughters of takers of this drug.
Also linked with cancer of the uterus
lining in women who have taken the
drug. DES is only 60% effective so
the number of women going to fullterm after being treated with this
drug is quite high.

DES is banned in
cattle-feed in the USA as it caused
cancerous tumours. Cattle were fed
20 milligrams a day; women take a
total of 250 milligrams over 5 days.
5. Sterilisation - seemingly the least
harmful of all methods of contraception
if you have decided not to have any
more children. However, it is painful
and there is always some danger
associated with any operation. It is
best performed straight after child
birth. Unfortunately, a significant
proportion of women are having to
return to hospital for hysterectomies
or recommence taking the contraceptive
pill because of excessive bleeding.
6 . Vasectomy - no known side-effects,
but only to be contemplated as
effective contraception for the
female if she is in a long-term
relationship with the man and doesn't
want to have intercourse with anyone
else.
I'm not suggesting that women stop
using all these above methods of
contraception, after all the sideeffects of unwanted pregnancy are not
desireable.
But we should all look very carefully
at what is being done on women's behalf
by male scientists, male doctors, and
male-dominated pharmaceutical companies.
It is time we started pushing for more
research into less harmful methods of
contraception, and male contraceptives.
We must also look at what women have
come up with as possible alternatives.
In USA, the menstrual extractor is
being used as a method of contraception.
Maybe the day will come when masses of
women in New Zealand extract their
periods each month as a back-up to a
less reliable but less-harmfui method
of contraception than those most in
use today. ^
________
In this issue we take a close look at
women's health. Just one short year ago
feminists in New Zealand were largely
unaware of the political implications
of the kind of health care we are
receiving in this country. The visit
of Lorraine Rothman in September
helped change all that. Women met in
small groups to share their experiences,
their ideas, and their cervixes. A
couple of these groups are still meeting
and more are sure to start shortly in
Auckland and Wellington with the return
of Maureen Marshall from America.
Maureen is a Wellington feminist who
spent seven weeks working in Carol
Downer's Los Angeles Feminist Health
Centre.
Self-help among women is an ancient
concept. Until a couple of hundred
years ago, laywomen, midwives and
witches dealt with abortion, childbirth
and other areas of female health care.
On page 6 you will read an extract
from an American booklet "Witches,
Midwives and Nurses". We have re
printed the section on witches as it
shows how men won supremacy in
medicine - a supremacy they have
retained to this day.
We also have articles on one woman's
experiences in obtaining an abortion,
some radical ideas about childbirth
and the struggles of our sisters in
another branch of medical care dental nursing.
Sandra Coney

they burn w itch es
don’t th e y ?

This article is taken from a book called
•Witches, Mid-wives and Nurses'. The
authors, Barbara Ghrenreich and Deirdre
Engl ish teach at the College at Old
Westbury State University of New York
and are active in the health and
women's movements.
INTROD'JCTION
Women have always been healers, They
were the unlicensed doctors and
anatomists of western history. They
were abortionists, nurses and counsel
lors. They were pharmacists,
cultivating healing herbs and
exchanging the secrets of their uses.
They were mid-wives, travelling from
home to home and village to village.
For centuries women were doctors without
degrees, barred from books and lectures,
learning from each other, and passing on
experience from neighbor to neighbor and
mother to daughter. They were called
"wise women" by the people, witches or
charlatans by the authorities. Medicine
is part of our heritage as women, our
history, our birthright.

beyond our grasp. Women health workers die, who is fertile and who is sterile,
are alienated from the scientific
who is "mad" and who sane.
substance of their work, restricted to
_.
.
. .
, , ,
,
the 'womanly* business of nurturing and The suppression of female healers by the
housekeeping - a passive, silent maioritymedical establishment was a political
struggle, first, in that it is part of the
We are told that our subservience is
history of sex struggle in general. The
biologically ordained: women are
status of women healers has risen and
inherently nurse-like and not doctorfallen with the status of women. When
like. Sometimes we even try to console women healers were attacked as WOMEN; when
ourselves with the theory that we were
they fought back, they fought back in
defeated by anatomy before we were
solidarity with all women.
defeated by men, that women have been
It was a political struggle, in that it
so trapped by the cycles of menstruation was part of a class struggle. Women
and reproduction that they have never
healers were people's doctors, and their
been free and creative agents outside
medicine was part of a people's sub
their homes. Another myth fostered by
culture. To this very day women's
conventional medical histories, is that medical practice has thrived in the midst
male professionals won out on the
of rebellious lower class movements which
strength of their superior technology.
have struggled to be free from the
According to these accounts, (male)
established authorities. Male profess
science more or less automatically
ionals, on the other hand, served the
replaced (female) superstition - which
ruling class - both medically and
from then on was called "old wives'
politically. Their interests have been
tales".
advanced by the universities, the
But history belies these theories. Womenphilanthropic foundations and the law.
have been autonomous healers, often the They owe their victory - not so much to
only healers for women and the poor. An^thcir own efforts - but to the interwe found, in the periods we have studied,vention of the ruling class they served.

Today, however, health care is the
This pamphlet represents a beginning of
property of male professionals. Ninety- that, if anything, it was the male
prutessionals who clung to untested
the research which will have to be done
three percent of the doctors in the US
ture our history as health
are men; and almost all the top directors doctrines and ritualistic practices - a m to r
and administrators of health institutions it was the women healers who represented workers
Women are still in the overall majority - a more humane, empirical approach to
To know our history is to begin to see
healing.
70 percent of health workers are women how to take up the struggle again.
but we have been incorporated as workers Our position in the health system today
into an industry where the bosses are
is not 'natural'. It is a condition
WITCHCRAFT 5 MEDICINE IN THE MIDDLE
men. We are no longer independent
which has to be explained. In this
AGES
practitioners, known by our own names,
pamphlet we have asked: How did we
for our own work. We are, for the most
arrive at our present position of sub
Witches lived and were burned long
part, institutional fixtures, filling
servience from our former position of
before the development of modern
faceless job slots: clerk, dietary aide, leadership?
medical technology. The great
technician, maid.
majority of them were lay healers
We learned this much: That the
When we are allowed to participate in the suppression of women health workers and serving the peasant population, and
healing process, we can do so only as
their suppression marks one of the
the rise to dominance of male profess
opening struggles in the history of
nurses. And nurses of every rank and
ionals was not a "natural" process,
aide up are just "ancillary workers"
resulting automatically from changes in man's suppression of women as healers.
in relation to the doctors (from the
medical science, nor was it-the result
The other side of the suppression of
Latin ancilla., maid servant). From the
of women's failure to take on healing
witches as healers was the creation of
nurses' aide, whose menial tasks are
work. It was an active takeover by male a new male medical profession, under
spelled out with industrial precision,
professionals. And it was not science
the protection and patronage of the
to the 'professional' nurse, who
that enabled men to win out: The
ruling classes. This new European
translates the doctors' orders into the
critical battles took place long before medical profession played an important
aide's tasks, nurses share the status
the development of modern scientific
role in the witch-hunts, supporting
of a uniformed maid service to the
technology.
the witches' persecutors with "medical"
dominant male professionals.
reasoning:
The stakes of the struggle were high:
Our subservience is reinforced by our
Political and economic monopolization of ...Because the Medieval Church, with
ignorance, and our ignorance is enforced. medicine meant control over its institu
the support of kings, princes and
Nurses are taught not to question, not
tional organisations, its theory and
secular authorities, controlled
to challenge. "The doctor knows best."
practice, its profits and prestige. And medical education and practice, the
He is the shaman, in touch with the
the stakes
are
higher today, when
,
, even
_
^ _. .inquisition (witch-hunts) constitutes,
forbidden, mystically complex world of
total control of medicien means p o t e n t i a l o t h e r - t h i n g s , an early instance
Science which we have been taught is
power to determine who will live and *al»of the .professional• repudiating the
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skills and interfering with the rights
of the 'nonprofessional' to minister
the poor. (Thomas Szasz, The Manu
facture of Madness)

Second, they are accused of being
organised. Third, they are accused of
having magical powers affecting health
of harming, but also of healing. They
were often charged specifically with
possessing medical and obstetrical
skills.

... millions of witches, sourcerers,
possessed and obsessed were an
enormous mass of severe neurotics (and)
psychotics .. for many years the world
looked like a veritable insane asylum..

The witch-hunts left a lasting effect:
An aspect of the female has ever since
been associated with the witch, and an
aura of contamination has remained especially around the midwife and other
women healers. This early and
devasting exclusion of women from
independent healing roles was a violent
precedent and a warning: It was to
become the theme of our history. The
women's health movement of today has
ancient roots in the medieval covens,
and its opponents have as their
ancestors those who ruthlessly
forced the elimination of witches.

But, in fact, the witch craze was
neither a lynching party nor a mass
suicide by hysterical women. Rather,
it followed well-ordered, legalistic
procedures. The witch-hunts were wellorganised campaigns, initiated,
financed and executed by Church and
State. To Catholic and Protestant witch
hunters alike, the unquestioned
authority on how to conduct a witch
hunt, was the Malleus Maleficarum, or
Hammer of Witches, written in 1484 by
the Reverends Kramer and Sprenger (the
'beloved sons' of Pope Innocent Vlll.)
For three centuries this sadistic book
lay on the bench of every judge, every
witch-hunter.
In a long section on
judicial proceedings, the instructions
made it clear how the "hysteria" was
set off:

The Witch Craze
The age of witch-hunting spanned more
than four centuries (from the 14th to
the 17th) in its sweep from Germany to
England. It was born in feudalism and
lasted -gaining in virulence - well into
the "age of reason". The witch-craze
took different forms at different times
and places, but never lost its essential
character: that of a ruling class
campaign of terror directed against the
female peasant population. Witches
represented a political, religious and
sexual threat to the Protestant and
Catholic churches alike, as well as to
the state.

First, consider the charge of sexual
crimes. The medieval Catholic Church
elevated sexism to a point of principle
The Malleus declares, "When a woman
thinks alone, she thinks evil." The
misogyny of the Church, if not proved
by the witch craze itself, is
demonstrated by its teaching that in
intercourse the male deposits in the
female a homunculus, or 'little person'
complete with soul, which is simply
housed in the womb for nine months,
without acquiring any attributes of the
mother. The homunculus is not really
safe, however, until it reaches male
hands again, when a priest baptises it,
ensuring the salvation of its immortal
soul. Another depressing fantasy of
some medieval religious thinkers was
that upon resurrection all human beings
would be reborn as men!

The job of initiating a witch trial
was to be performed by either the
Vicar (priest) or Judge of the County,
who was to post a notice to :
direct, command, require and admonish
that within the space of twelve days ..
that they should reveal it unto thus
if anyone know, see or have heard that
any person is reported to be a heretic
or a witch, or if any is suspected
especially of such practices as cause
injury to men, cattle, or the fruits of
the earth, to the loss of the State.

The extent of the witch-craze is
startling: In the late fifteenth and
early sixteenth centuries there were
thousands upon thousands of executions Anyone failing to report a witch faced
usually live burnings at the stake - in
both excommunication and a long list of
Germany, Italy, and other countries.
In
temporal punishments.
the mid-sixteenth century the terror
If this threatening notice exposed at
spread to France, and finally to England.
least one witch, her trial could be used
One writer has estimated the number of
to unearth several more. Kramer and
executions at an average of 600 a year for
Sprenger gave detailed instructions
certain German cities - or two a day,
about the use of tortures to force
"leaving out Sundays". Nine hundred
confessions and further accusations.
witches were destroyed in a single year
Commonly, the accused was stripped naked
in the W'ertzberg area, and 1000 in and
and shaved of all her body hair, then
around Como. At Toulouse, four hundred
subjected to thumbscrews and the rack,
were put to death in a day. In the
spikes and bone-crushing "boots",
Bishopric of Trier, in 1585, two villages
starvation and beatings. The point is
were left with only one female inhabitant
obvious: The witch-craze did not arise
each. Many writers have estimated the
spontaneously in the peasantry.
It was
total number killed to have been in the
f a calculated ruling class campaign of
millions. Women made up some 85 percent o
terrorization.
those executed - old women, young women
and children.
Their scope alone suggests that the witch
hunts represent a deep-seated social
phenomenon which goes far beyond the
history of medicine. In locale and timing
the most virulent witch hunts were
associated with periods of great social
upheaval shaking feudalism at its rootsmass peasant uprisings and conspiracies,
the beginnings of capitalism, and the
rise of Pretestantism. There is fragment
ary evidence - which feminists ought to
follow-up - suggesting that in some areas
witchcraft represented a female-led
peasant rebellion. Here we can't attempt
to explore the historical context of the
witch hunts in any depth. But we do have
to get beyond some common myths about the
witch craze -myths which rob the "witch"
of any dignity and put the blame on her
and the peasants she served.

Now there are, as it is said in the Pap
Bull, seven methods by which they infec
with witchcraft the venereal act and th
conception of the womb: First, by
inclining the minds of men to inordinat
passion; second, by obstructing their
generative force; third by removing the
members accommodated to that act; fourt
by changing men into beasts by their
magic act; fifth by destroying the
generative force in women; sixth, by
procuring abortion; seventh, by offerin
children to the devils, besides other
animals and fruits of the earth with
which they work much harm ....
(Malleus Maleficarum)
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Unfortunately, the witch herself - poor
and illiterate - did not leave us her
story. It was recorded, JLike all history,
by the educated elite, so that today we
know the witch only through the eyes of
her persecutors.
THE CRIMES OF TUI: WITCHES
Two of the most common theories of the
witch hunts are basically medical
interpretations, attributing the witch
craze to unexplainable outbreaks of
mass hysteria. One version has it that
the peasantry went mad. According to
this, the witch craze was an epidemic
of mass hatred and panic cast in images
of blood-lusty peasant mob bearing
flaming torches. Another psychiatric
interpretation holds that the witches
themselves were insane. One authori
tative psychiatric historian, Gregory
Zilboorg, wrote that:

The Church associated women with sex,
and all pleasure in sex was condemned,
because it could only come from the
devil. Witches were supposed to have
gotten pleasure from copulation with
the devil (despite the icy-cold organ
he was reputed to possess) and they in
turn infected men. Lust in either man
or wife, then, was blamed on the female
On the other hand, witches were
accused of making men impotent and of
causing their penises to disappear. As
for female sexuality, witches were
accused, in effect, of giving contra
ceptive aid and of perfoming abortions:

Who were the witches, then, and what
were their "crimes" that could arouse
such vicious upper class suppression?
Undoubtedly, over the centuries of
witch hunting, the charge of "witchcraft"
came to cover a multitude of sins ranging
from political subversion and religious
heresy to lewdness and blasphemy. But
three central accusations emerge
repeatedly in the history of witchcraft
throughout norther Europe: First,
witches are accused of every conceivable
sexual crime against men. Quite simply
they are "accused" of female sexuality.
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In the eyes of the Church, all the witche
power was ultimately derived from her
sexuality. Her career began with sexual
intercourse with the devil. Each witch
was confirmed at a general meeting (the
witches' Sabbath) at which the devil
presided, often in the form of a goat,
and had intercourse with the neophytes.
In return for her powers, the witch
promised to serve him faithfully. (In
the imagination of the Church even
evil could only be thought of as
ultimately male-directed!). As the
Malleus makes clear, the devil almost
always acts through the female, just as
he did in Eden:

the Church: She was a women, and not
The Church saw its attack on peasant
ashamed of it. She appeared to be part
healers as an attack on magic, not
of an organized underground of peasant
medicine. The devil was believed to
women. And she was a healer whose
have real power on earth and the use
of that power by peasant women - whether practice was based in empirical study. In
for good or evil - was frightening to the the face of the repressive fatalism of
Christianity, she held out the hope of
Church and State. The greater their
change in this world.
satanic powers to help themselves, the
less they were dependent on God and the
Church and the more they were potentially THE RISE OF THE EUROPEAN MEDICAL
P rqi-e 'S'5Iô¥ ---------------------able to use their powers against God's
Not only were the witches women - they
order.
Magic
charms
were
thought
to
be
While witches practiced among the people,
were women who seemed to be organised
at least as effective as prayer in
the ruling classes were cultivating their
into an enormous secret society. A
healing the sick, but prayer was Church- own breed of secular healers: the
witch who was a proved member of the
sanctioned and controlled while incan
university-trained physicians. In the
"Devil's party" was more dreadful than
tations and charms were not. Thus magic century that preceded the beginning of
one who had acted alone, and the witchcures, even when successful, were an
the "witch-craze" - the thirteenth
hunting literature is obsessed with the
century - European medicine became^
question of what went on at the witches' accursed interference with the will of
"Sabbaths". (Eating of unbaptised babies? God, achieved with the help of the devil, firmly established as a secular science
and the cure itself was evil. There
and a profession. The medical
Bestialism and mass orgies? So went their
was no problem in distinguishing God's
profession was actively engaged in the
lurid speculations ...)
cures from the devil's, for obviously
elimination of female healers - their
In fact there is evidence that women
the Lord would work through priests
exclusion from the universities, for
accused of being witches did meet
and doctors rather than through peasant
example - long before the witch-hunts
locally in small groups and that these
women.
began.
groups came together in crowds of
The wise woman, or witch, had a host of
For eight long centuries, from the fifth
hundreds or thousands on festival days.
to the thirteenth, the other-wordly,
Some writers speculate that the meetings remedies which had been tested in years
of use. Many of the herbal remedies
anti-medical stance of the Church had
were occasions for pagan religious
developed by witches still have their
stood in the way of the development of
worship. Undoubtedly the meetings were
place in modern pharmacology. They had
medicine as a respectable profession.
also occasions for trading herbal lore
Then, in the 13th century, there was a
and passing on the news. We have little pain-killers, digestive aids and anti
revival of learning, touched off, by
evidence about the political significance inflammatory agents. They used ergot
for the pain of labor at a time when the contact with the Arab world. Medical
of the witches' organizations, but it's
Church held that pain in labor was the
school appeared in the universities, and
hard to imagine that they weren't
Lord's just punishment for Eve's original more and more young men of means sought
connected to the peasant rebellions of
sin. Ergot derivatives are the principal medical training. The church imposed
the time. Any peasant organization,
drugs used today to hasten labor and aid strict controls on the new profession, and
just by being an organization, would
in the recovery from childbirth. Bella allowed it to develop only within the
attract dissidents, increase commun
donna - still used today as an antiterms set by Catholic doctrine. University
ication between villages, and build a
spasmodic - was used by the witchhealers trained physicians were not permitted to
spirit of collectivity and autonomy
to inhibit uterine contractions when
practice without calling in a priest to
among the peasants.
miscarriage threatened. Digitalis, still aid and advise them or to treat a patient
an important drug in treating heart
who refused confession. By the fourteenth
WITCHES AS HEALERS
ailments, is said to have been discovered century their practice was in demand
We come now to the most fantastic
by an English witch. Undoubtedly many
among the wealthy, as long as they
accusation of all: The witch is accused
of the witches' other remedies were
continued to take pains to show that their
not only of murdering and poisoning, sex purely magical, and owed their
attentions to the hodv did not jeopardize
crimes and conspiracy - but of HELPING
effectiveness - if they had any - to
the soul. In fact, accounts of their
and HEALING. As a leading English witch- their reputation.
medical training make it seem more likely
hunter put it:
that they jeopardized the body.
The witch-healer's methods were as great
For this must always be remembered, as
a conclusion, that by witches we under a threat (to the Catholic Church, if not There was nothing in late medieval medical
the Protestant) as her results, for the
training that conflicted with church
stand not only those which kill and
witch was an empiricist: She relied on
doctrine, and little that we would
torment, but all Diviners, Charmers,
her senses rather than on faith or
recognize as "science". Medical students
.Jugglers, all Wizards, commonly called
doctrine, who believed in trial and
like other scholarly young gentlement,
wise men and wise women ... and in the
error, cause and effect. Her attitude
spent years studying Plato, Aristotle
same number we reckon all good Witches,
was not religiously passive, but
and Christian theology. Their medical
which do no hurt but good, which do
actively inquiring. She trusted her
theory was largely restricted to the
not spoil and destroy, but save and
ability to find ways to deal with
works of Galen, the ancient Roman
deliver ..It were a thousand times
physician who stressed the theory of
better for the land if all Witches, but disease, pregnancy and childbirth whether through medications or charms.
"complexions" or "temperaments" or men,
especially the blessing Witch, might
In short, her magic was the science of
"wherefore the choleric are wrathful, the
suffer death.
her time.
sanguine are kindly, the melancholy are
Witch-healers were often the only
envious," and so on. While a student,
The
Church,
by
contrast,
was
deeply
antigeneral medical practitioners for a
a doctor rarely saw any patients at all,
empirical. It discredited the value of
people who had no doctors and no
and no experimentation of any kind was
hospitals and who were bitterly afflicted the material world, and had a profound
taught. Medicine was sharply differ
distrust of the senses. There was no
with poverty and disease.
In
entiated from surgery, which was almost
particular, the association of the witch point in looking for natural laws that
everywhere considered a degrading,
and the midwife was strong: "No one does govern physical pehnomena, for the
menial craft, and the dissection of
world
is
created
anew
by
God
in
every
more harm to the Catholic Church than
bodies was almost unheard of.
instant. Kramer and Sprenger, in the
midwives," wrote witch-hunters Kramer
Malleus, quote St. Augustine on the
Confronted with a sick person, the
and Sprcnger.
deceptiveness of the senses:
university-trained physician had little
The Church itself had little to offer
to go on but superstition. Bleeding was
...Now the motive of the will is some
the suffering peasantry:
a common practice, especially in the
thing perceived through the senses or
case of wounds. Leeches were applied
On Sundays, after Mass, the sick came
the intellect, both of which are subject
according to the time, the hour, the
in scores, crying for help, - and
to the power of the devil. For St.
air, and other similar considerations.
words were all they got: 'You have
Augustine says in Book 83: This evil,
Medical theories were often grounded
sinned, and God is afflicting you.
which is of the devil, creeps in by all
more on "logic" than in observation:
Thank him; you will suffer so much the
the sensual approaches; he places
"Some foods brought on good humours,
less torment in the life to come.
himself in figures, he adapts himself
and others, evil humours. For example
Endure, suffer, die. Has not the
to colors, he attaches himself to
nasturtium, mustard, and garlic
Church its prayers for the dead?"
sounds, he lurks in angry and wrongful
produced reddish bile; lentils, cabbage
conversation, he abides in smells, he
(Jules Michelet, Satanism and
and the meat of old goats and beeves
impregnates
with
flavours
and
fills
with
Witchcraft)
begot black bile." Incantations, and
certain exhalations all the channels of
quasi-religious rituals were thought to
When faced with the misery of the poor,
the understanding.
be effective: The physician to
the Church turned to the dogma that
The senses are the devil's playground,
Edward II, who held a bachelor's degree
experience in this world is fleeting
the arena into which he will try to lure
in theology and a doctorate in medicine
and unimportant. But there was a
men away from Faith and into the conceits
from Oxford, prescribed for toothache
double standard at work, for the Church
of the intellect or the delusions of
writing on the jaws of the patient
'was not against medical care for the
carnality.
"In the name of the Father, the Son, and
upper class. Kings and nobles had
In the persecution of the witch, the anti * the Holy Ghost, Amen," or touching a
their court physicians who were men,
needle to a caterpillar and then to the
empiricist and the misogynist, antisometimes even priests. The real
tooth. A frequent treatment for leprosy
’issue was control: Male upper class
sexual obsessions of the Church coincide
was a broth made of the flesh of a
Empiricism and sexuality both represent
healing under the auspices of the
Church was acceptable, female healing as a surrender to the senses, a betrayal of black snake caught in a dry land among
stones.
faith. The witch was a triple threat to
part of a peasant subculture was not.
All witchcraft comes from carnal lust,
which in women is insatiable .. Where
fore for the sake of fulfilling their
lusts they consort with devils .. it
is sufficiently clear that it is no
matter for wonder that there are more
women than men found infected with the
heresy of witchcraft .. And blessed be
the Highest Who has so far preserved the
male sex from so great a crime ....
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Such was the state of medical "science"
at the time when witch-healers were
persecuted for being practitioners of
"magic". It was witches who developed
an extensive understanding of bones and
muscles, herbs and drugs, while
physicians were still deriving their
prognoses from astrology and alchemists
were trying to turn lead into gold. So
great was the witches' knowledge that in
1527, Paracelsus, considered the 'father
of modern medicine,' burned his text on
pharmaceuticals, confessing that he
"had learned from the Sorceress all he
knew".
THE SUPPRESSION OF WOMEN HEALERS
The establishment of medicine as a
profession, requiring university training
made it easy to bar women legally from
practice. Kith few exceptions, the
universities were closed to women (even
to upper class women who could afford
them), and licensing laws were
established to prohibit all but
university-trained doctors from
practice. It was impossible to enforce
the licensing laws consistently since
there was only a handful of universitytrained doctors compared to the great
mass of lay healers. But the laws
could be used selectively. Their first
target was not the peasant healer, but
the better off, literate woman healer,
who competed for the same urban clientele
as that of the university-trained
doctors.
THE LADT AS M W C I A K .
Take for example, the case of Jacoba
Europe. Male doctors had won a clear
trial in one stroke established the male
Felicie, brought to trial in 1322, by
monopoly over the practice of medicine
physician on a moral and intellectual
the Faculty of Mecicine at the
among the upper classes (except for
plane vastly above the female healer he
University of Paris, on charges of
obstetrics, which remained the province
was called to judge. It placed him on
illegal practice. Jacoba was literate
of female midwives even among the upper
the side of God and Law, a professional
and had received some unspecified
classes for another three centuries).
on par with lawyers and theologians,
"special training" in medicine. That
They were ready to take on a key role in while it placed her on the side of
her patients were well off is evident
the elimination of the great mass of
darkness, evil and magic. He owed his
from the fact that (as they testified
female healers - the "witches".
new status not to medical or scientific
in court) they had consulted well-known
achievements of his own, but to the
The partnership between Church. State
university-trained physicians before
Church and State he served so well.
turning to her. The primary accusations and medical profession reached full
brought against here were that
bloom in the witch trials. The doctor
THE AFTERMATH
was held up the medical "expert", giving
... she would cure her patient of
an aura of science to the whole proceedingWitch hunts did not eliminate the lower
internal illness and wounds or of
.
, ,
,. . .
He was asked to make judgments about
class woman healer, but they branded her
external abscesses
She would visit thewhether certain womenJwe*e witches and
forever as superstitious and possibly
sick assiduously and continue to examinew, h
certain afflictions had been
malevolent. So thoroughly was she
the urine in the manner of physicians,
,.
.. ,
..
,,
,
, .
. .T , j
j
caused by witchcraft. The Malleus says
discredited among the emerging middle
classes that in the 17th and 18th
H»bs
y
"And if it it asked how it is possible
to distinguish whether an illness is
centuries it was possible for male
Six witnesses affirmed that Jacoba had
caused by witchcraft or by some natural
practitioners to make serious inroads
cured them, even after numerous doctors physical defect, we answer that the first into that last preserve of female
had given up, and one patient declared
(way) is by means of the judgement of
healing - midwifery. Nonprofessional
that she was wiser in the art of surger) doctors ..." (Emphasis added).
male practitioners - "barber-surgeons" and medicine than any master physician
In the witch-hunts, the Church
led the assault in England, claiming
or surgeon in Paris. But these
explicitly legitimized the doctors'
technical superiority on the basis of
testimonials were used against her, for professionalism, denouncing nontheir use of the obstetrical forceps.
(The forceps were legally classified as
the charge was not that she was
professional healing as equivalent to
a surgical instrument, and women were
incompetent, but that - as a woman - she heresy: "If a woman dare to cure
legally barred from surgical practice).
dared to cure at all.
without having studied she is a witch
In the hands of the barber surgeons,
Along the same lines, English physicians anc* must die." (Of course, there wasn't
obstetrical practice among the middle
sent a petition to Parliament bewailing an>' Kay ^or a woman to study.) Finally,
the "worthless and presumptuous women
t^ie witch craze provided a handy excuse class was quickly transformed from a
neighborly service into a lucrative
who usurped the profession" and asking
^or
doctor's failings in everyday
the imposition of fines and "long
practice: Anything he couldn't cure was business, which real physicians entered
in force in the 18th century. Female
imprisonment" on any woman who attempted obviously the result of sorcery,
midwives in England organised and
to "use the practyse of Fisyk". By the The distinction between "female"
charged the male intruders with commer
14th century, the medxcal profession's
superstition and "male" medicine was
cialism and dangerous misuse of the
campaign against urban, educated women
nade final by the
roles of the
forceps. But it was too late - the
healers was virtually complete throughoutdoctor and the witch at the trial
The
women were easily put down as ignorant
"old wives" clinging to the superstitions
of the past.

in te rn a tio n al

wom en’s d a v - - - a l b e r t park 1974

When I arrived in Albert Part on
Saturday afternoon I looked for huge
crowds of women and listened for a
woman's voice coming from a PA system.
Seeing or hearing neither I was attracted
by the sound of a man's voice speaking
over a PA system and wandered down to
investigate.
There, sitting on the grass around the
bandstand, were a smattering of people
of both sexes obviously waiting for
something to happen. I sat down and
waited with them.
Firstly, there was a Traditional Maori
Welcome Action songs and dances. The
performers included men and there was
even one 'item' as the announcer put it
which featured men. The address from
the MWWL was not forthcoming as the
speaker did not turn up.

One of the -women in the Maori group did male domination this may seem like a
speak to the audience although this was perfectly reasonable statement but from
not concerning women but the racial
someone who has, there are so few men
issue.
prepared to accept equality that they
The Lady Mayoress, Barbara Goodman, then can be equated to 0.
spoke, presumably to represent the
The Nuie Island group, the only totally
pakehas. I was rather disappointed that female group, then performed a
she didn't sing or dance or even do
traditional dance.
elementary juggling tricks. However,
The Cook Island representatives followed
she did speak on the issue of women
again there were men performers and from
covering such points as equal pay and
an entertainment point of view, they
sex-role stereotyping albeit somewhat
were the highlight of the afternoon.
unenthusiastically.
In fact it was at this stage that the
Any strength that her speech might have
implication of entertainment was
had was diminished for me because she
explicitly stated to the crowd. As
included - as do all half-hearted women
their spokesman charmingly pointed out,
speaking on women's rights - that she was they performed for money which was to
not a man hater .'quite the contrary^
g0 t0 the buiiding of a hall for Cook
and that people should be treated as
island people in Auckland. The
people. Well, to anyone who has not
relevance of this to International
joined the front line battle against
Women's Day was, I'm afraid, lost on

BARED

FANGS

As stated, for 30 years there has been
a traditional wage relativity between
Dental and Public Health Nurses. However
since last June ’73 when the Public Health
Nurses gained an increase of $800 in
salary (backdated to July '72), the State
Services Commission has refused to
recognise this relativity, which in the
past has been used as an excuse for
denying pay increases for Dental Nurses
over that of Public Health Nurses.

On the 22nd February, the School Dental
Nurses in the Auckland region held a
Stopwork meeting at the Building Centre
to discuss the refusal of the State
Services Commission to consider their
pay claims. The meeting was held
despite intimidatory letters received
by the Dental Nurses from the Health
Department re loss of pay and legality
of such a meeting.
The Dental Nurses resolved:

Mr Tizard, for State Service, now states
that certain events have changed this
relativity - events which appear to be
political expediency, i.e. the Service
is trying to increase recruitment into
the Public Health Nursing scheme after
changing their conditions of service and
they no longer supply uniforms to this
group. Also since this increase, the
wage stabilisation regulations came into
force.

1. That as a mark of concern at the way
in which their profession has been
treated and undervalued the Auckland
Dental Nurses ask the Public Service
Association for support in not under
taking any form of dental nurse
recruitment and health education in
schools until justice has been obtained.
2. That all available steps be taken
via the news media and other channels
to make parents and the general public
aware of the way in which Government
is prepared to treat those whose efforts
have combined to make the N.Z. School
Dental Service the envy of the world.

None of these ’events' can be used to
excuse a situation where a large
proportion of Dental Nurses are taking
home little more than $50 a week. This
unique group of women in our Health
Services are trained to the extent where
they are considered capable of diagnosing
and treating dental problems without
immediate supervision and yet they are
paid a barely adequate living wage.

3. That they express their dismay and
surprise at the offhand way their
Auckland colleagues were given the
brush-off when seeing or attempting to
see some senior Government members.
This kind of arrogance towards dental
nurses and in other matters of concern
to the Association is disturbing to all
public servants.

Let us look at the wage scales these
women are subjected to:
Out of 1800 Dental Nurses:
23% are Trainee Grade earning up to
$2813
58% are Basic Grade earning between
$3401 - $4577 + 2.7%
Nurses work through this grade step
by step and may never get beyond it.

4. That in protest at the obvious
unwillingness of their employer to agree
to initial discussions on their salary
relativities they should immediately
after this meeting march to the office
of the Assistant State Service Commiss
ioner in Auckland and ask him to convey
their feelings of frustration to his
Head Office.

Then on a percentage basis linked with
personal reports (which the nurses are
not permitted to see in total and
therefore challenge) the Dental Nurse can
move into the Merit grades:

5. That as the N.Z. Government is very
proud of the school dental service and
welcomes overseas visitors to inspect
the service, they refuse to see such
visitors in their training schools and
field clinics until Government recognises
their relativity claim.

Merit
Merit
Merit

YOU WOULD PROTEST TOO!
This is your child.
You take it for granted that your child benefits from the best school dental
service in the world. Would you like to see this unique service deteriorate
because the nurses employer thinks dental nurses are not worth adequate
salaries?
Would you like to see waiting lists develop as in our hospitals, which would
force you to take your child for expensive private treatment?

f t

This is a dental nurse.
All dental nurses are female.
80% of the work a dentist does is performed by her. Her Matron, New
Zealand's top dental nurse, earns only $6558. Most nurses earn little more
than half that amount.
This is a dentist.
Nearly all dentists are male.
The top dentist in the public service earns $16,204 per year. Many private
dentists earn as much as this.
This is the faceless State Services Commission. It employs the dental nurses.
For 30 years the Commission has been emphatic that dental and public health
nurses are related salary-wise and used this as a reason to deny salary
increases for dental nurses. Public health nurses have recently gained a salary
increase (after a three-year-long battle with the Commission) and now, quite
suddenly, the Commission no longer recognises the relativity between public
health and dental nurses. This robs dental nurses of an almost automatic saiary
increase of $800.
How would you like an employer like that?
Dental nurses feel an injustice has been done and want their relativity restored.
Support them.

----------------- -

-

9.3% earn
4.5% earn
2.3% earn
of top 5%

$4728
$4883
$5000 plus - part
of the service.

Note that within this top 5% comes the
Matron, N.Z.'s top dental nurse with
corresponding responsibilities who earns
only $6558 p.a. - a low salary for a
managerial position.

In full uniform, the Dental Nurses then
marched as planned, handing out this
leaflet to the public.

f t

I =
II =
III =

-

-
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The merit system is rigid, arbitrary
and can revolve around personalities as
only a certain number can be accepted
into these gradings. There are also
other blocking factors. For example,
in the Auckland area there is a Dental
Nurse, who after 22 years of service,
is still being held within the basic
grade. Why? Because, she is classified
on the temporary staff. This woman is
a solo parent with five children,
requiring her to finish an hour earlier
than usual. Part-time? Hardly! And
as for the 'temporary' classification,
that is ridiculous. The Dental Nurses
employers need to seriously look at
their terms of employment especially,
as at present, it is an all-female job.
Where is the justice, when a 17 year
old boy can walk into a labouring job
and bring home twice the basic weekly
wage of a long service Dental Nurse,
who is providing an essential service
to our community.
on. ? - 1 g

Tlie tru th about

1.a b o r t i o n
The first thing I noticed was a sudden
lack of libido - my interest in sex
decreased to nothing., I put it down to
doubts about my relationship and hoped
it wouldn't last. Then my normal pre
menstrual tension, irritability and fluid
retension did not occur. An examination
of my cervix showed it paler than usual
and very mushy looking. My period was
not yet late but I was a little anxious
as my method of contraception was not
really 100% effective when sexual
contact was as regular as it had been
over the last couple of months. Various
hormonal contraceptives had given me a
long list of side effects including
weight gain, severe fluid retension,
severe depression, irritability,
tiredness, and lethargy, loss of libido,
dry vagina, increased body hair, acne.
I am not prepared to tolerate these
things on a regular and long term basis
merely for contraceptive protection. The
effects of the IUD cause me sufficient
concern to rule it out and other
mechanical methods have an unacceptable
failure rate. My former husband had had
a vasectomy but following the end of the
marriage I relied on condoms, spermicide
and a temperature chart. This method had
been perfectly adequate for intermittent
sexual contact but was not so safe with
a steady relationship.

pregnancy continued and wrote a letter
referring me on for a legal abortion.
The next step was to find an obstetrician/
gynaecologist who was prepared to do the
operation. Armed with the letter I visited
him and again explained why I could not
continue the pregnancy. He agreed to
perform the operation and arranged a
hospital booking (for which there was a
two week wait). When I saw him I
explained that I had seen a film of an
aspiration abortion (available through
Auckland Women's Liberation) and that I
wished to use this experience as a
learning experience. Thus I wanted to
have it done by vacuum aspiration (which
is the technique he uses) and under a
local anaesthetic. He was most reluctant
to do this as he felt it would be too
painful and distressing. I felt equally
strongly that I wanted to know what was
happening, I was not being masochistic
and that I would be prepared for the
discomfort. Eventually he agreed but
explained that he would have an anaethestist on hand in case I changed my
mind. He also told me the costs would
be $50 for the hospital $120 for his
fee. I told him of my financial
difficulties and he very kindly offered
to delay the bill until I could pay for
it. My medical insurance covers 75% of
the costs.
So the day arrived and I went to the
hospital at 9.15am. At 9.30 I was given
50mg of pethidine which sent me into a
state similar to a grass high. Even at
that stage the anaestetist tried to
persuade me to have a general anaesthetic.
The doctor was held up with delivering
babies and other work andit was not until
11.45am that I was wheeled into the
theatre. On the operating table I was
given a shot of valium. The speculum
was inserted and the local anaesthetic
was injected around the cervix. I felt
the first two injections as sharp pricks
but did not feel the last two as it acted
very quickly. The cannula was inserted I could feel it going in but no pain or
discomfort. The vacuum aspiration took
about 4 minutes and all I felt was slight
cramping. Then it was all over and I was
wheeled back to my room. I dozed for a
couple of hours then went home feeling
perfectly well apart from the slightly
woozy feeling from the pethidine. I
had slight bleeding (about 1 tablespoon)
over the next day and refrained from
using tampons and from baths and sexual
intercourse for 4 days. My only
emotional feelings were great relief that
it was all over and concern that it
should not happen again. The medical
procedure of the abortion was simple,
quick, and painless.
I would strongly recommend local
anaesthetics for early terminations.
When I asked the gynaecologist if he
would be prepared to do future abortions
under local rather then general anaes
thetics he said no because all other
women he had seen had not had the
knowledge I had and were extremely
afraid and worried about it. So if
anyone is contemplating an early
termination and wants it done under
local and needs support, please contact
Broadsheet.

I went to a laboratory for a pregnancy
test - first one negative but they did
the more lengthy test to be sure. This
time the answer was 'possibly positive
but unclear, w e ’ll do another test over
night, ring again, in the morning.' The
next morning I took an 'early morning,
mid-stream' specimen just in cast it
might be needed. The lab's report was
95% positive but it is too early to be
quite definite about it. That was
definite for me, however, and I
immediately rang the Family Planning
Clinic, explained my position and asked
for an appointment for a referral to
National Women's for the Prostaglandin
treatment. The criteria for selection
for the treatment apparently were a
positive test but no more than 10 days
overdue. I certainly fitted both these
criteria so went off hopefully. At
National Women's they did another urine
test which came out positive. However
they would not accept me for the
treatment - I think they did not believe
my dates. So the next step was a
referral to a psychiatrist. I was able
to get an appointment within a few days
and once there explained my reasons for
wishing to terminate this unwanted and
unplanned pregnancy. I detailed my
family background and explained the
reasons why I could not even tell my
parents of the pregnancy, let alone
continue it. I also explained my past
emotional difficulties which had led to
some psychiatric treatment. The other
main area covered was the stress I was
experiencing because of knowledge of
\

the pregnancy and what would happen if
it was not terminated. The psychiatrist
affirmed that there would be a severe
threat to my mental health if the

It was relatively easy for me - because
I found out where to go, who to see and
what to do, but I was lucky. Most
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women are not. Within 2 weeks of having
my abortion I heard of the following
cases.

in part been fostered by the recent trial
of Carol Downer, founder of the Centre.
Carol was arrested on a charge of practising
medicine without a license after an under
cover policewoman in a self-examination
group saw Carol prescribing yoghurt as a
cure for monilia (a very common yeast
infection of the vagina).
Carol was
acquitted, but it was a very expensive
victory, so it is understandable that the
Centre is very charey about any further
infiltration. Head of the three los Angeles
Clinics is Carol Downer, and under her is
a Board of eight Directors. The clinic
workers form the bottom tier of the pyramid.
Maureen found that she was the only trained
nurse at the clinic. Apart from the doctor
performing the abortions, all the staff
were laywomen who worked there because of
their commitment to self-help as a
feminist philosophy.
Lorraine Rothman,who
visited New Zealand last year and who
suggested that Maureen visit the States,
is one of the eight Directors and runs
the Santra Ana clinic.

1. Solo Parent 26, two children, did
not know she was pregnant until 10
weeks LMP*; spent 4 weeks seeing
doctors and finally borrowed money and
went to Australia; was refused because
she was more than 12 weeks LMP; returned
to N.Z. and finally found a doctor who
would perform the termination but only
on the condition that she had a
sterilization at the same time. Total
cost $500.
2. Solo parent, mid twenties, one
child, got to National Womens at 13
weeks LMP after a 4 week wait for an
appointment; finally saw the psychiatrist
at 20 weeks LMP and had the termination
approved and done the next day by
prostaglandins.
3. Married woman, three children, went
to her GP at 6 weeks LMP, was referred
to National Womens; at 13 weeks LMP she
was told that she could not have it done
there, flew to Australia immediately
and had it done; total cost $450.

The Health Centre offers many services to
women: free pregnancy screening, referrals
to gynaecologists, obstetricians, pedia
tricians etc., tests for VD, vaginal
infectins, pap smears, birth control
advice, pregnancy counselling, and abortions
Women seeking abortions ring the clinic and
are counselled on the phone - these are
womanned 24 hours a day. Most often sought
information is: what procedures are used,
how long will it take, and what will it
cost. Women are then asked to come in for
a pregnancy test, if they’re not sure

4. Married woman, 21, husband
unemployed, conceived two weeks after
the birth of her first child, tried
5 doctors who refused to help, tried
to abort herself, finally went to
Australia with enormous financial
difficulty. Cost $350.
5. Single woman, 19, Catholic,
conceived after very limited sexual
contact; got in touch with a backstreet abortionist who agreed to do
it for $200 - the method to be injection
of soapy water into the uterus, she was
asked to spend up to 12 hours at the
home of the abortionist's contact doing
housework; eventually found a surgeon
who performed the operation at 10
weeks LMP by a hysterotomy (minor
caesarian and unnecessary before 14
weeks) probably necessitating all
future births to be caesarian. Cost
$250.
K.L.G.
* LMP - Last Monthly Period.

---------------------
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form their own tests under supervision),
or an appointment is made for an abortion.
When the woman arrives for the abortion she
is counselled once again and the same
counsellor 6ees her right through the
operation - talking to her, reassuring her
and explaining exactly wh a t ’s happening.
The doctor who performs the abortion is
regarded as a technician.
Maureen
tells of the story of a patient asking the
doctor a question, and the doctor replying:
’’D o n ’t a6k me. I only do what I ’m told” .

2. self h e l p
Maureen Marshall of Wellington has just
returned from Los Angeles, where she spent
seven weeks working in the Feminist Women ’s
Health Centre. There are many health clinics
throughout the States and dozens of selfhelp groups, but the Los Angeles Centre is
perhaps the best known and most successful
clinic. When Maureen was there, there were
women from London and Belfast training in
the methods used so that they could go home
and introduce the concept there.
Maureen is an RN and mid-wife, but found
working within New Zealand institutions
difficult because they are so hierarchical
and conservative. She was somewhat disa
ppointed to find that the Los Angeles clinic
is organised on structured lines but
apparently this has been necessitated by the
possibility of factions opposed to abortion
taking over an unstructured organisation.
Workers at the Centre, Maureen found, are
very defensive and protective towards the
Centre - an attitude which has probably
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The counselling takes about 1-1-J hours the abortion only five minutes. Anaes
thetics are rarely used and the women can
return to their jobs or homes immediately
afterwards, provided they do nothing
strenuous.
Workers at the clinic must be a dedicated
group - they get paid $25 a week and work
6 days a week for 10 hours per day. They
must also be on call sometimes at night
and all workers are responsible for the
care of the children of staff members. Child
care is also provided for women having
abortions, if needed. Workers sleep at the
Centre on mattresses on the floor. With all
these duties there is very little time left
for any sort of private life.
The self-help centres are an adjunct to the
clinic and it was from these that the whole
women*6 health centre concept grew. The
groups either meet at the Centre or in
private homes. Recently some women from
the Centre toured Canada and the USA,
setting up dozens of health groups in the
same way that Lorraine Rothman did here
last year. Others went to Europe and started
groups there. Self-help groups grew out of
dissatisfaction with the medical treatment
women were receiving. Most women have never
even 6een their cervix - unlike men who are
very familiar with their reproductive organs

Cont. on ?.19

At the Women's Health Speak-out held by
Auckland Women's Liberation on International
Women's Day, 8 March, Jill Calverley spoke
about childbirth - what was the matter with
the way most women gave birth today and how
childbirth could become a more personal and
memorable experience. B’ujad^fxe.eX went to
see Jill at her Kumeu home and talked to
her about her ideas.
B&oacUiheeA.:

You were fairly critical last
Friday of what goes on in maternity
hospitals - for instance, the way the hus
band is discourated from participating in
the birth.

^ L L i: The first thing is, that it's the
parents' baby and they can have their baby
anywhere they like. There's no law saying
you have to have your baby in hospital.
The whole idea is that you, your husband and
your family are going to have a baby and you
invite, or contract, the medical profession
to assist you if things go wrong - and that
should be their position - to stand by and
watch and check and not to interfere in
what is an entirely natural process. At the
moment they seem to interfere almost
completely, so that we don't really know
what a natural birth is.
BioacUheeA,:
you think there should be
any limitation on who can attend the birth,
or do you think it should be left up to
the parents?
‘JMLL: I think that because of the way
maternity hospitals are organised now,
there's no way you can get around having
just one person in the theatre, but ideally
it is a family situation and whoever the
parents want to be there, should be there.
B^joaud4>tie.eX.: What about having the baby at
home - would you see that as a preferable
situation? Do you think there is a place
for big maternity hospitals.
^ LLL: If people are very interested in
infant and maternal mortality and saving as
many mothers and babies as possible - then
yes, you must have your maternity hospitals.
If women as a whole are prepared to accept

a slightly higher maternal and foetal
mortality, and perhaps enjoy a higher quality
of childbirth, I'd say have home births as
well. I have no particularly strong feelings
either way.

B*oacUhe.e.<t: What's the rationale behind the
shaving and enemas that women undergo when
they arrive at the maternity hospitals?
Your hair is supposed to be loaded
with absolutely terrible bacteria. But it's
the hospital that gives you all the terrible
bugs. They've got the staphs that are drug
resistant, not the mothers. Having an enema
can be fantastically uncomfortable when
you're in the middle of labour. It makes the
mother tense having to undergo these painful
procedures and she can't relax again.
There's nothing wrong with a bit of
faeces coming out with the baby - it's
just a natural squeezing out. It happens
with any animal at all. It's far cleaner
than most corners of the hospital ward.

BiocucUfie e t : What about mothers being
given drugs during childbirth?
2>LLL: I've talked to lots and lots of
mothers about this and very few felt that
the drugs actually helped. If anything they
made them feel further way, confused and out
of touch, and perhaps they didn't react to
the birth process as they could have. I'm
not an obstetrician, but I think the drugs
actually sooth the attendants more than the
mothers; because the mothers stop reacting
the staff feel happier because they've done
something.
B w acU tieet:

Do they give drugs as a matter

of course?
They say they don't, but in actual
practice, they do. Women should know the
effect of the drug on themselves and the
baby clearly - both the gas and the
injections which usually contain some
narcotic or tranquillisers.

B-'uoacLaftee^t:

What are the effects on the

baby?

^LLL: It has a cerebral depressant effect
it lowers the respiratory rate in the baby
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and they give another drug to counteract
that. I'm interested in the depression of
brain function in babies which causes them
to sleep for up to two days after the birth.
The drugs also make the mother feel very
sleepy and dopey.

They should just wrap it up if it's cold
and let the mother snuggle it close to her
skin.

Bioad4he.est: After the baby's been born,
what sort of care would you like to see the
mothers getting?

BJtoacUkeeX.: Does this make it difficult to
establish breast feeing?

j&U*: I'm actually much more pro the
child than the mothers - I think the mother
JaML: And to establish a relationship when
can take a lot more upsetting than the
both participants are drugged. After birth
baby - it's such a critical time for the
a baby should be completely with its mother - baby and everything should go exceedingly
there should be no interfering with this.
smoothly. This means no interference. Babies
should not be taken off to the nursery at
BioadLatieet: Now the practice seems to be to
night - i t '8 like taking your husband off
take the baby away straight after the birth
after you've just got married. Babies should
and wash it ..
just be born, tucked up under your nighty
^LLi: Wash it and inject it and weigh it.
and cuddled there for at least 24 hours.
Can you try comparing having a baby with
Go and have showers and have cups of tea when
getting married and starting an intimate
it's sound asleep and the minute there's a
relationship. When someone gets married
whimper, pick it up again. We're far from
you don't say to them: "Well, don't stay up
doing that at the moment. We've got to find
all night" and "Make sure you get your
out first of all that this is what mothers
sleep".
The things that are said to mothers want or not.
with babies! "Don't handle him too much, you
will tire him out".
It's so ridiculous, when BJiocuUheei.: Don't some mothers, particularly
two people are starting a relationship to do if they've got a lot of other children,
regard their stay in hospital as a rest
that. They should be together from the
before they go home and have to start cook
beginning.
If animals are separated from
their offspring for a 6hort time after birth ing dinners and looking after their other
(in 6heep it's half an hour), they completely children as well as care for the baby?
reject their young.
I don't know what the
1>LLL: What I'm suggesting doesn't stop
critical time is for humans, but so many
them from having a rest and it's better
mothers when they look at their babies have
than wondering about them crying down in
no maternal feeling whatever. I've heard
the nursery. I found I could rest and
people say that this is normal, and not to
think - I felt extraordinarily restful
worry - I think it is dreadful to feel like
in my mind with the last two when I did this.
that. I think a mother should be able to
BtocuLake&t: Do you think there is a danger
feel her motherly feelings without drugs
that mothers who don't feel like that and without a lot of other people around
that you're suggesting that the child's
and taking her baby away from her.
getting second-rate care - do you think
BtoaxUkee^t: Is it normal practice for
that?
the mother to be given the baby to hold
liUsi: Yes. I really do think that. I don't
after the birth.
think everybody could cope with this, but
%ôLL: For a few minutes, yes. They wrap
for thousands of years that is obviously
it all up and wash it so she can't smell
what happened. We've interfered so much
it. In fact, even fathers have sometimes
and people who do want to do it, have to
had fantastic hormonal responses from
fight 60 much.
smelling the baby. The new baby shouldn't
BtocuLdhetA.: You feel strongly that breast
be washed - it's an unnecessary trauma.
feeding is the right way to feed babies.
That is the baby's first anxious moment.

r a d ic a l is in g
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Don't you think by emphasising this we
would be going back to the situation we
used to have, where mothers felt terribly
guilty when they couldn't breast-feed.

even if you want it with you all the
time - we're sorry, it's got to go to
the nursery tonight. My husband went after
them and picked it up and brought it back
to me. So they brought me a cot. They
I think if you did it this way, very
weren't
actually very nasty. But I didn't
very few mothers would not be able to breast
see.anybody. I was ravenous and thirsty
feed.
and nobody came near me again until I went
B^oacUheeA: You think that a lot of the
home. I only stayed in about twenty hours
difficulty is caused by taking the baby
or so. I had to get out and make my own bed.
away at birth?
B^JOacL&heeL.: You said on Friday that mothers
P ^ A : I think that that is 98% of the
have instincts - a tigerish, aggressive
difficulty. Suckling makes milk and if you
feeling about their children. I think a lot
don't suckle, then you don't get milk. My
of feminists feel that the "mother
last two sucked within two hours and
instinct" does not exist and therefore would
swallowed. The reflex to suck is strongest
disagree with you.
just after birth and if you wait a day or
p t i : Perhaps it's a parental thing. The
two you have trouble getting them to drink.
father could feel just as stallionish about
I think the weight loss that babies have in
protecting his harem and would fight to the
hospital is because they starve them. My
death, as any mother would to protect her
two put on a fantastic amount in the first
baby.
I'm not saying this is a peculiarly
week - they didn't lose an ounce.
feminine trait.
RtoaxLsheeA: you think rooming-in is
B-toadyikect: Do you think these natural
essential?
feelings are repressed and we are made to
p M L: I've talked to many mothers and they
be much more docile than we really are?
wanted their babies with them. They could
p J A : Yes. So many women say they feel
hear a baby crying in the nursery and they
like being in boarding school when they get
felt dreadful. They were sure it was their
into the hospital - that it feels like
baby. They went to pick it up and the nurse
being a little girl again. They don't
brushed their hand away and they just about
feel themselves.
burst into tears. They sat in bed and cried
all night because they wanted their babies.
BioacUtieeA: What do you think the reaction
would be from the hospital staff if a lot
EioaeUoke.e-t: The radical part of what you're
of mothers came in with different ideas
saying is that women should decide what they
want and fight to get it. How do you go about about how they wanted to deal with their
babies. Would this totally disrupt their
doing this?
routine?
p A L ; The mother should establish very
p A L : I don't think there should be such a
clearly her rights - it's her baby right from
thing
as routine for babies for a long time.
the moment it is born and the parents have
If
the
mothers are well enough to look
every right to insist on what they want. If
the baby is ill or something goes wrong, then after their babies, they should be allowed
to, and it would save the nurses a lot of
you ask the doctor's help, but it is not the
time and effort. And I can't see what this
hospital's baby, and they can't take over
should upset them at all. If the mother
and organise you. Practical ways of doing
does need help, she should be supported in
this - talk to your doctor or obstetrician
every way.
from the first visit and get him to write
on the note that you take in with you that
B4.oajd4 hc.eA: Do you think the hospitals will
you don't want drugs unless you ask for
come to accept this in time, or do you think
them, that you want your baby with you from
they're fairly reactionary?
the time of birth. Once it's down in black
p A A : The people in hospitals at the moment
and white, well you can stick to that. The
hospital staff won't go over a doctor's head. are extraordinarily interfering and almost
self-righteous. They can be fairly unpleasant,
If they want to take your baby away, get
for instance, if you say you're going out
your husband or best friend or mother there
early, they look at you coldly,as if to say,
to help you and to keep rescuing the baby
"Well, we could hardly have you back if
from wherever it gets taken to, and bring
things go wrong, as that will really prove
it back to you.
to you that you shouldn't have gone out,"
B.ioojcUfieeA: Did you try this when you had
instead of saying "Good luck and we'll
your last baby?
be pleased to help you if things go wrong."

JsCLL: Yes. We went in -I didn't say I
was a doctor. I just took my note with me
which said what I wanted. The hospital
didn't take it very well - there were
sniggers round the corner and that sort of
thing. Another interesting thing was the
way I was being treated until somebody
told one of the nurses that I was a doctor.
The attitude changed fantastically.
Before they knew - before the baby was
born - they kept on rushing in in the
middle of contractions and lea ning on me
with a special instrument - they were
very rough and callous. When you came in
the door "Oh God, here's another one"
came down the corridor.
BwacUtieeA:

What happened when you kept
your baby in your room?

p A L : The first baby I had to ask and
plead to have it and Steve had gone and
collected it from the nursery. They said

B 4ocu U h eeA : Do you think that the sort of
women who rise into positions of power in
maternity wards are the right sort of people
to be there?

psLL: Not at all. Very few have had babies the few that have and have feelings towards
their families, they're the right ones. Staff
in maternity wards should have a feeling for
people generally, otherwise they shouldn't
be there - they cause too much misery in the
early days of a person's life.

- Sandra Coney

B4.0cuL0t1e.eA. would like envelopes for
recycling. They should be big enough to
take a B^oad^heeA folded m three, with
the flap at the shortest end. They can't
be too big.
Send to Val Cole, Flat 3,
135a Great South Road, Greenlane, Auckland.
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a l i f e 4entemce, 3 am g r a t e f u l pon
t h l r one e p iro d e of, ' th e r ln e e l * fo n
p u t t in g th e l44ue 4 0 cbeanby,

Some o f d ie 4tonle.o o f the4Z women ane 4 0
fo 4 c ln a t ln g and 4blnnbny t h a t 3 became
angnig t h a t we had neven he and o f them
b efo n e. The te a ro n r fe n th -ir appean to be
t h a t hbetony bookr ten d t o be w n ltte n by
men who concerntncte on th e feabo o f men,
and who detenmlne what bo conoldened
Im pontant enough to be neconded, and aboo
th e f a c t th a t women ten d to le a v e few
neconcU . 31 rcemr I t wat th e men who
wnote d ie b e b te rr, k e p t th e jo annate, e t c ,
3 have o n ly two c r lt b c lr n i o f t h l r book,
T ir r t h y , a map 4 /1 0 u ld have been In c lu d e d ,
4howlng th e p la ce s d i r cu r red I n th e t e x t .
Secondly, 3 f e l l th a t perJxapr I t would,
have been b e tte n to ha.ve .in clu d ed je w e l
women and d e a lt w ith each one I n /none
d e t a i l , 3 f e l l 4 0 me o f th e b lo g ra p h le r
wene a tb tb ie . 4 up en f i e l d , Howeven, thbo
bo an a t t r a c t iv e book, bf. exp e n sive, and
o f paA th en ia n bm tcnc4t to anyone who bo,
b ik e rrujrelf, fa r d n a te d by new Zeatand* 4
eanbj 4 o c ta t h i r l o t y , 3 t bo w e lt
ltlu 4 tnated w ith phobor o f th e women,
d ie ln fa r r iilie r , hou4C4 and town 4 I n which
th ey li v e d ,
- Scuidna Coney

B e r t th in g 3 4aw th in month warn boo women
c a tc h in g deaxLby p o iro n o u r m a k e r I n th e
4wamp4 of, H u rb u U la and n o t a m ention o f
th eb n lo o bo, age, dc4 I r a b l l i t y , e t c ,
(y ie a t 4 tu ff.,
- Joanne Edwandr

book review s

U nited women*4 C onven tion , 1973 P e p o d ,
E d ited by Sandna Coney and o t h e r e ,
P r ic e $1,50 fio m P, PorucLd, 48 St flndiew4
Poad, Auckbafid 3.
T h le 80 pxvye b o o k le t bo an e 4 4 c n tla t
40uvenln fo n anyone who en joyed th e U n ited
Do men* 4 C onvention, and a veny good
a ccou n t o f th e pnoceedbige fo n th o4 c who
co u ld no l a tte n d ,
3 t cont a b le th e te .x t
o f a l l th e 4peechee d e liv e r e d and nemlbo
p u t poAward, and l e w e lt b ltu e b n a te d w ith
about t h i r t y plwtxxyiaphe. There l e a leo a
4 h on t a r t i c l e on. th e pnc44 covera ge o f th e
C on ven tion which wae u n b e lie v a b ly
c ondeecendlng. and p re jv x tice d .
The women
attending, th e Ccnveritbon com pleted a
q v e 4 tlo n n a ire and th e data from th c4 e ane
analyeed, 4howing t h a t th e women who went
were n ot 4 0 u n n ep re4 cn ta tlve o f th e avenaqe
Hew Zeatand woman ae 4ome have ru ppored.
The average C onvention a tten d ee war b e tte n
educated, none blkety. to be employed and
had a higher, fa m ily income th a n th e
average llcw Zeatand woman, b u t war rbrnbiar
to t i e average I n age and number, o f
c h ild r e n .

P e t t ic o a t P io n e e r r : do n th 3r land. Do men
o f the. C o lo n ia l Era,
Hlirlam Inac^negon,
A,H, & /I.U. Peed, 1973, 38,95 .
T h eie one 4 0 few bookr on flew Zealand
women t h a t ■ihbo b u lg e , a ttr a x t.lv e book,
on pboneen women in Hawke*4 Baty,
Dainanapa. ora. P o v e rty Boy, < 4 ueny
welcome, lUo lilacQn&gon blue4 I n Ih b o anea
and har compiled rhont. bbognaphler o f 54
women - f/Laonl and Pakeha, educated and
banely Ib te n a te , w e ll—to -d o and poon,
Women. Have found a p la c e I n d ie book fa n
a vanieby o f svearonr* Seme wene th e f i r r t
white, women I n d io4e anear, o th e r r nan
boandlng. h o u re r, 4hop4 on 4ch aol4, wene.
m ld -u iv e r on n xirrer, Cne tlx ln g mo4t o f
th e women 4eem to have I n common bo the
huye number o f ch lld rx jx th e y bone. Ten

T h lr I r a w e ll produced b o o k le t and good
value fo n 31, 50,
u
.. .
- H rlany Hamer
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kicking

a g a in s t

Someone else doesn't like the kind of
thinking,which I criticised last month,
which allows a mentally retarded girl to
he sterilised because she was in constant
danger of being ravished - by you know who.

th e

p ric k s

I talked about the problems facing a
woman of 40 - children left home, facing
a sense of lost identity, enormous
difficulties in finding a satisfying job,
etc. The reply was an incredulous "But
why would a woman of 40 want to get a
job. If she's bored, she could always do
a bit of social work."

"With 6ex attacks on the increase in Israel,
one minister suggested in Parliament that
since attacks were all taking place at night,
all women should be compelled to stay at
home after dark.
Retorted Ms Golda Meir "But it is the men attacking the women. If
there is to be a curfew, let the men stay
at home, not the women." ( O-UawqAxl
UleA,CJUAJ+, February 1974).

Our conversation was interspersed with
asides to ray male partner like, "Surely
you don't go along with thie." But his
attempts at gaining masculine reinforce
ment failed as my partner kept enthusias
tically asserting his support for feminism.
The conversation later included apartheid
and demonstrations, and once again, one
was amazed at the lack of contact with,
or awareness of, viewpoints not consistent
with those of the Establishment (and the
elite monied Establishment at that). This
viewpoint was also held by the aide with
whom I discussed apartheid and who told
me "But there is no racial discrimination
anywhere in the British Commonwealth. The
Queen has people of all colours on the
Britannia."
What about what happens off
the goddam Britannia and outside the
privileged circles?

The first sensible thing I've seer. Noel
Holmes write for years was published in
Wednesday 6 March, 7/ie /hicUxLad Stcut*
Mr Holmes investigated tubal ligations
and decided that vasectomy was infinitely
preferable.
He concluded:
"As far as morality goes, it is a matter
of indifference a6 to whether a man or
hi-6 wife is sterilised, and in terms of
convenience and safety, the man is to be
preferred. As things stand, women can be
sterilised in public hospitals and men
can't. This is wrong - and it's not even
sensible, remembering a man is not going
to occupy a hospital bed."

So Mark Phillips did not impress, notwith
standing constant flashes of the famous
smile. Although one has sympathy for his
difficult role, it i« hard to understand
how he can be so ignorant of the vast
changes in the role of women, and in the

Below is a report from a feminist who
attended a reception for the Queen when
she was here last month. Other readers
are invited to send in such items, also
items from the newspapers with their
comments. I would like to see "Kicking
against the Pricks" become a column where
all feminists can do a bit of kicking.

whole field of social change. Obviously
horse riding leaves no time for reading
newspapers or magazines.
But prize for MCP of the evening went
without question to Norman Kirk. I was
standing in a group of people when he
approached and was introduced. He
proceeded to dominate the conversation
(in a terribly jovial way, of course),
but all his comments were directed to the
men. He sought responses only from the
men. Comments made by the women were
ignored. One felt as if, for him, women
were to be seen and not heard. And one
wondered if in fact he even really
wanted to see them. He certainly wasn't
interested in what women were saying.

- Sandra Coney
I introduced myself, "Hullo, I'm ....
and I'm a feminist."
"Oh, what's that?"
replied Mark Phillips, on board the
Britannia, during a Royal reception.
No,
I don't usually attend such functions,
and no, I wasn't invited in my own right,
but went as a partner. I was, however,
one of the only women to be introduced by
my own name, as the other women were all
wives. It apparently is not normal for
partners to be invited, but somehow I
had slipped through under the guise of a
wife.
So my conversation with Mark Phillips
continued with my explaining that feminism
concerned Women's Liberation.
"Oh, but
you don't really believe that women need
to be liberated, do you?" was the reply.
There followed a fifteen minute conver
sation on the topic of feminism, during
which it became obvious that Mark Phillips
had no idea that there were any serious
objections to the traditional role of
women. He obviously lives a very sheltered
life with no contact with the every day
reality which the majority of the popul
ation faces. He expressed complete dis
belief at my assertion that women were
discriminated against in jobs. (I had
given up trying to explain sex role
stereotyping and the conditioning process
when he said quite openly that he was
confused).
Eis belief was that women
didn't get jobs or promotions only
because they weren't good enough.
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Dunedin C o lle c tiv e

Submissions have been compiled on housewives, education, abortion and single
women* We have also denounced the way in
which submissions were organised* Three
months was not adequate for preparing
them*
We are hoping that the Wellington City
Council will lend us the former Bowling
Creen building in Aro Street for use as
a creche.
- P.0. Box 3871
Wellington

A u c k la n d W o m e n s
L ib e ra tio n
On the evening of International Women's
Day, 8 March, we held a very successful
Women's Health Speak-out at Auckland
University* Over 50 women attended and
heard a representative of F.P.A., the
submission of the Organisation for Women's
Health, a female medical student, Dr Jill
Calverley and Maureen Marshall speak on
aspects of women's health. The meeting
was then thrown open to questions and
personal statements*
We meet on the first and third Tuesday
of each month at: Women's Common Room
Student Union Building, Princes Street,
at 7*30 p.m*
On second and fourth Tuesdays, suburban
cell groups meet in members' homes. To
contact a group in your area, ring one
of the members below:
Eden-Epeom:
Rosemary,
689-494
Herne Day:
Sandra,
764-893
Eastern suburbs:Val,
340-534
Parnell, Auckland Central:Tiiu,372-506
Freemans Bay:
Liz, 764-520

NOW

report

ChCh

The group is holding study group meetings
as part of the Educational Development
Conference*
NOW held a Holiday programme for children
which attracted 150 children, and was
judged a great success.

The Collective will have a feminist (only
women) group discussing education policies
for the Educational Development Conference*
Besides this, members are also forming a
group with their men, and others are
involved in their neighbourhood or work
group where they will push feminist reforms.
The Collective has presented three
submissions to the Select Committee on
Women and Discrimination: one on sexism in
infant readers, one for repeal of abortion
laws, one to have our tools, i.e. washing
machines etc., income tax deductible.
We will soon share a house with the
Dunedin Co-Operative Pre-School, where
some of us send our children.
Sex, Second Sex can still be
obtained from us for 30 cents or 10 for
$2.00.
We are particularly pleased that
groups in Wellington and Hamilton have
bought large amounts to distribute to all
schools in their areas.
Dunedin.
&c

Cont•

P ujol

P.9

The performers then left and Ms Purdue
invited everyone present to get together
and talk presumably about International
Women. Most people then left and those
of us who remained were informed that
refreshments had been arranged in the
university. When we got there, however,
we were emphatically informed that
refreshments were for performers only,
thus effectively preventing any of the
'spectating' women from conversing with
any of the 'performing' women in case God forbid - they surreptitiously got
hold of one of the sandwiches or a
cup of tea!
I had a look at the programme when it
was all over and apparently we were
supposed to be recalling 'the great
struggles which women in many countries
have fought and won'. And that it was
'an historic day for us here in Auckland
when we women of many different cultural
backgrounds have for the first time
gathered together in celebration with
our sisters overseas'.
Well, that my have been how the
organisers intended it, but from a
spectator's point of view, I'd never
have guessed!
Val Cole

- P.0. Box 2720
Christchurch

&c

Cont» {axhl ?*10
New Zealand is now training stud^t
Dental Nurses from overseas who will
eventually start similar schemes in
their own countries. One such group
of Australians, who will graduate in
1975, will return to a starting salary
of $5,800 p.a. - some $2,400 more
than the bottom of the N.Z. basic
grade. Plus in the field they can
earn up to $7,000.

,-»eir skill and years of service. It
00k 3 years of struggle for the Public
Health Nurses to gain their increase
which should have almost automatically
guaranteed the same for the Dental
Nurses. Not'only is the Government
denying its workers their right of
an adequate salary but they are also
knocking down a system of relativity
which applies to many sectors of our
working community.

New Zealand has pioneered a unique
dental service, caring for children
through treatment and education. The
nurses who operate this scheme are
entitled to adequate remuneration for

We must support our sisters in their
struggle.
Elizabeth Dowling
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Corvt. plant P .1 6
filoiiAteA. PoemA J...g. JObin hoAxyan.
Uinto ye Boo bo, 7 9 7 2 .
UlonAteA bo an excebbent cobbxictbon o f
poetAxy.. On addition -in -thebA obirbouA
bibeACLAg. meAlb, Robin flloAyan' a poemA
expAeAA the exationab AttuxjxpbeA bm.pbbc.Lt
bn feminb'xt ccr.jnhtm.ent bn a AtAong and
authcntie uojj.. 7hap ate a po weAf.ub (Aometbmeo o ueAwtic.bribng) pe.AAonab Atabeme.nt, and.
Ahoubd, 0 think., be. ACApe.ated. and AeAponded
to ca Auch., Acthe. t ■then Acad oa ebemenbo
of. a pobbbbcab e a n ifcA ta .
Ot I a AumanAed that the pubblAhbng woAbd
p o n d the AentlueniA of. one poem.,
hlAclpnnent^ an Indictment o f poet led.
thujheA, bn be o. b b ttte too powe.Afub.,
and. that dhAblhbuthcn o f the book. tiaA
been Aeueteixp tirdtb.ed oa a A&subt.
UhcuteueA the JieaAon, ibonoteA. b.A
cetitabnly. hciAd to cone by.. lloweueA,
lilebbbngton wone.nf a IdcAbohop tope. to have
copheA o f the. poe&A aualiabte AhoAtiwp*
-

Xaxpe. Tuasica.

and ecyuct op.podunity ate cAucbat facto -i a .
Corupbementajug to theAC CAAentbat bnduAtAbab changea ate AuggeA-tbonA foA AefoArn
o f th e education AijAtem and. health
AeAubceA, foA IxnpAo uementA bn ooebab
weifate pto uI a I ooa , and fa A a A e o d e n ta tio n o f town and Aegbonat pbxmnlnxp.
IhbA booL hi inpoAtant foA note than btA
flew Zeatand. oAbcntatbon» 7he ljn.pbbcabion
o f S u tc h ' a tieAAoqe bA that a. fembniAt can
no bong.eA affoAd to eApouAC only Aorrie
aJjAtAact btanhet cojuac. On the beA t Aenoe
o f the wo'id, a feminbAt aho ubd become a
ApecbabbAt; a peAAon w ith a pattbeubaA
fie t d o f competence and exp.eAbe.nce, uAinq
hiA/heA Akbbi^A foA the couac o f
bibeAatban.
- Xajye lu tn e A
OriAid.e, O u tA b d c .

LynEay Ferrari has produced a email book
of her poetry. She writes ’’This collection
spans 1972, a time when feminist
consciousness was for me quite painful and
despair was never far a w a y .
I published
theta because I felt they belonged together
and were probably typical of the thoughts
of many women who may find comfort in the
recognition of a like mind."
Copies are available at $1.05 each from:
Lyneey Ferrari
214 Clyde Street
Balclutha

( BAoadAheet hopes to have a review of
Lynaey’s book in t h e next i s s u e ) .

Toni Church has done a series of radio
talks entitled "Towards Human Liberation:
An End to Folarisation of Sex Roles".
These begin on Monday, 1 April, at
approximately 9*30 p.m. on YC stations.
Continued from page iz

Poet Robin Morgan

Idomen w ith a CauAe. LJ.B. S u tch .
flew Zeatand. UnbueiAbtij. Ta c a a , 1971*
lu.B. dutch I a a buebd. and authoAbtatbue
anabipAt o f flew Zeatand Aocbab hhAtoHj. and
economic condltboriA . ConAequenbby, what
he offhAA bn Uoinen w ith a CaxiAe I a uzAup
nuich what you would e x p e c t; theAc I a a
compAehenAbue cc.cnant o f th e AootA o f
flew Ze.aband fcnlnhAm, and a Actbd pAogAxunme
o f Aefc Ana foA th e achbeuenent o f equabbbxg
between men and women bn bhbA ceuntAjp.
Sutch doe.o nob think. complete ernxmcbpatbon wbbb have aAdued unbbb the
pAycho bo gtcxxl. boundaAbeA impoAed by ci'ibe
and female condbtiontrup ate, cueAcome. But
he bhbnJcA bhbA wbbb. cjaow out o f concA.ete
changea bn Aodxit and eejonombe condZtbonA
AatheA than, uice ucjlac . ILLa a bonce I a
expbbcbbby (end AcaAonohby, bn the
context o f hlA cuioI jjaI a ) pAcuirrvatbc» Hew
Zeatand bbrug.eAi fxiA behind the AoebabiAt
and Aocbab d.ar.ocAabbc countAlCA bn btA
AecoJid o f femabe paAtbcbpatulon bn the
acttuithcA o f AOdebug. Inc abn, Sutch
fe e tA , bA bo pACAent go ueAnment with
acceptable sue.f joajza , that I a , AefoAmA which
wbbb inubgo Acute AatheA than thAe.aten the.
econom ic AyAtem. (O f couAa c , whetheA. oa
not Auch inuixyoAation bA deAtAabbe. aa a
moot p o in t).
7he Ley focuA bn S u tc h ' a AefoAmbAt pea gAamme āa woAk.: th e a u a lh ab ihltig o f I t ,
and th e co n d itio n a o f i t . T a i t empboijxnent

Self-examination is carried out with the aid
of a torch, mirror and plastic speculum, and
with support from other women in the group.
Women learn to recognise what is ’normal*
and thus can recognise deviations from
normalcy.
Pregnancy can be recognised by
changes in the colour of the cervix and
infections can be detected at an early stage,
Advanced groups in America have gone on to
practising menstrual extraction with the
Del 'Em method which was pioneered by
Lorraine Rothman.
There are at least two self-help groups in
New Zealand and more will be started as soon
as enough women express interest. If you
would like to be in a group, contact
BAoadAheet.
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